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Sproxton Round Barrow Excavation. Interim Report 

Excavation of a Bronze Age round barrow in the parish of Sproxton was 
carried out between 21st August 1978 and 12th December 1978 directed 
by Patrick Clay for the Leicestershire Museums Field Unit. It was situated 
near the village of Saltby, just south of the King Lud Entrenchment earthwork 
at Grid Reference SK 867278, and was the southernmost of two barrows 
scheduled by the DoE. Both are mentioned in Nichols1 and this barrow had 
been opened by the duke of Rutland in the eighteenth century and again in 
September 1860 by Thomas Bateman2 who found no burials but did observe 
traces of burning near the centre. Recent research and fieldwork suggest that 
originally there was a barrow cemetery in this area of at least ten barrows. 
Recent plough damage to this site necessitated its examination, with the kind 
co-operation of the landowners, Buckminster Estates, and the farmer Mr. 
Donald Copley. 

Following a micro-contour and resistivity survey by the museum's survey 
team, an area of 1,200 square metres was examined(Fig. 14 and Plate 1). This 
revealed a low mound surrounded by a ring ditch, 36 m in dimater, 2 m wide 
and I m deep. To the south and west and cutting the ring ditch were field 
ditches of a later (possibly Romano-British) date. Removal of the mound, now 
less than a metre high, showed this to be a composite barrow of stone and 
earthen construction including two stone kerbs of 16 m and 14 m diamter. The 
outer kerb was constructed of between two and five courses of weathered lime
stone blocks whilst the inner kerb consisted of upright slabs between o · 2 m and 
1 · o m high. The inner kerb was not a complete circle and occurred where the 
greatest concentrations of stone were used in the mound perhaps serving to 
give extra retention. The inner kerb stones in the north-east quadrant were at a 
45° angle. Upcast from the ring ditch formed a circle around the perimeter of 
the barrow outside the outer kerb and would have originally formed a limestone 
capping to the mound. Between the upcast and the ring ditch there was a berm 
2 m wide. The excavations mentioned in Nichols were located at the north and 
south sides of the barrow whilst Bateman's excavation was identified as a metre 
deep trench cutting in from the north to the centre of the mound. The mound 
was removed in its entirety and approximately 50% of the ring ditch 
excavated. 

Exposure of the pre-barrow ground surface indicated traces of timber 
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Fig 14. Plan of Sproxton Round Barrow ( Drawn by P. N. Clay) 
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structures consisting of stake holes in four concentric circles, 10 m, 9 · 5 m, 
9 m and 8 m, in diameter. A small structure suggested by four stake holes was 
found at the centre. These timbers had been destroyed prior to the erection 
of the mound and charcoal concentrations on the ground surface may indicate 
their being burnt. 

The primary burial was located at the centre of the mound and consisted of a 
cremation in the remains of a carbonised wooden container, placed in an oval 
pit o · 9 m X o · 4 m x o · 5 m deep. The trench cut by Thomas Bateman had 
missed the burial by 10 ems. Three satellite burials were found on the south 
and west sides of the barrow outside the outer kerb. On the west side there was 
a cremation ( 1) in a shallow hearth 1 · o m x o · 5 m x o · 2 m deep sealed within 
the limestone upcast. Two metres to the south of this there was another 
cremation (2) contained in an inverted collared urn and placed in a small 
circular pit o · 2 m diameter x o · 5 m deep. To the south side of the barrow 
there was another cremation (3), the spine of which was only partially calcined, 
placed in an oval pit o · 3 m x o · 2 m x 1 · o m deep with the remains of another 
possible wooden container. These two burials (2 and 3) were cut into the 
ground surface sealed below the limestone upcast. Another burial (4) 
consisting of a cremation in an urn (now broken) in a shallow hearth, was cut 
into slip overlying the berm outside the limestone upcast on the south side of the 
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barrow and was probably a secondary insertion. A hearth feature cut into the 
limestone upcast contained large quantities of charcoal but no burnt bone 
while two more small pits contained no associated finds. Fragments of two 
collared urns in the upper ditch silting may have been from disturbed 
secondary burials. 

The pre-barrow ground surface (average depth 20 ems) was then removed, 
beneath which was found some evidence of burning and two shallow gulley 
features, with no associated finds, cut into the natural limestone. This can 
possibly be interpreted as evidence for heath clearance for which a radio
carbon date should be obtainable. 

Our knowledge of the Leicestershire Bronze Age is very incomplete, the 
only controlled excavations being the barrows at Lockington3 dug in 1954 by M. 
Posnansky and Cossington4 dug in 1976 by Colm O'Brien, both of which 
were on gravel terracing. This is the first thorough examination of a barrow 
on the higher ground of the area and will add considerably to our knowledge 
of the Bronze Age in Leicestershire and on the Lincolnshire Jurassic 
Limestone belt. 

Patrick Clay 
Notes 

I. J. Nichols, The History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester (1795-1815), 
Vol. II, p. 305 

2. T. Bateman, Ten Years' Digging (1864), pp. 109-111 
3. M. Posnansky, 'The Excavation of a Bronze Age Round Barrow at Lockington', 

T.L.A.H.S. XXXI (1955), 17-29 
4. C. O'Brien, 'Excavations at Cossington-An Interim Report', T.L.A .H.S., LI 

(1975-6), 56-57 

Austin Friars, Leicester (SK 580044) 

June 1978 saw the completion of the final phase of the excavation of the 
Austin Friars, West Bridge (see T.L.A.H.S. XLIX (1973-4), 61; L (1974-5). 
57). Evidence from the previous excavation suggested that possibly the last area 
available for excavation, immediately to the south, would reveal part of the 
friary church, but as often happens, the excavation proved more complex, and 
certainly more interesting than expected. The church was not discovered and 
would now seem to lie even further south, under the present road. 

An area of 313 square metres was opened up to reveal three sides of a 
second cloister. This cloister with an internal width (north to south) of 
seventeen metres is smaller than the cloister to the north, but its position in the 
friary makes it the major cloister. Parts of the cloister walk were also un
covered and this seems to be paved on all three sides with floor tiles, the 
pavement being 2·4 m wide. Only a group of fifteen tiles remained in situ, the 
rest of the pavement was stripped to its mortar bedding upon which the tiles 
left their impressions. This and the evidence from the rubble lying on the 
mortar bed, indicated that the tiles were laid in a diaper pattern, although the 
north cloister pattern was slightly altered by a single line of tiles laid square 



to each other. These patterns were made up of a variety of plain glazed 
tiles, usually purple-black coloured, interspaced with decorated, inlaid tiles. 
These inlaid tiles were all of mid-fourteenth century date, and chiefly from 
the Nottingham kilns. A single fifteenth century relief tile was found amongst 
the pavement rubble. One of the tiles found in situ provided some very useful 
dating evidence, as it bore the Arms of England after 1340. 

These pavements were not the original floors of the cloister walk, for 
sealed beneath the east cloister walk were a series of graves, lying closely 
packed, side by side and fitting snuggly between the two walls of the cloister 
walk. Ten inhumations were recovered, including male and female adults, and 
adolescents. No burials were found in the north or south cloister walk, but 
only small areas of these were excavated. Two burials were found on the south 
side of the cloister garth. 

To the east of the cloisters, and using for its west wall the east wall of the 
cloister walk was the east cloister range of buildings, including the chapter house. 
Only the west end of these buildings was uncovered and these consisted of 
three parallel, east-west walls with massive pebble foundations 1 · 4 m deep, 
with their walls entirely robbed. The chapter house contained six burials 
including male adults and some children. Out of the overall total of eighteen 
burials, eight had belt buckles. As friars wore belts this evidence has aroused 
the speculation that the belted burials were friars. 

To the south of the chapter house were two more east-west walls, one with a 
foundation one metre deep, the other, one and a half metres deep. An 
insufficient area was exposed to allow interpretation of these two walls, but 
they were both later than the wall of the east cloister walk. An earlier building 
was found below the east cloister range, and below the north cloister walk. 
This was a long narrow building 6 · 8 m wide with an annex on its north 
side No definite ends to this building were found, but its minimum length 
was 25·6 m. 

Leicestershire Museums Archreological Field Unit 

Earthwork Surveys 
The Museum Survey Team has been attempting an accurate survey and 
evaluate the many earthworks which exist in the county. A number of 'new' 
minor sites have been discovered, while others that were being disturbed by 
farming practices have been recorded before features were lost. Into this 
latter category come the deserted village site at LEESTHORPE (SK 792135) 
(MVRG REPORT forthcoming), and the moated site at WHISSENDINE 
(SK 839152) (MSRG REPORT forthcoming). Other earthworks which have 
been surveyed include the fishponds at BEEBY, the manorial complex at 
STONTON WYVILLE, the motte and moated sites at GILMORTON, and 
the IA/RB enclosure at THURLASTON, (V. infra), Leicestershire sites 
which were surveyed in 1977 in the Vale of Belvoir in conjunction with 
the Trent Valley Archreological Research Committee, include moated sites at 
NETHER BROUGHTON (SK 697260), AB KETTLEBY (SK 725229), 
SPINNEY FARM (SK 762219); village earthworks at LONG CLAWSON 
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(Water Lane), Harby Lane, HOSE (SK 739297) and HOSE GRANGE (SK 
740298), and the site of the deserted village of RINGOLDTHORP (SK 
777234). It is hoped to bring together a number of these plans for an article 
in a future issure of the Transactions. 

It is obvious from the study, that there must be many earthworks yet to be 
discovered, let alone recorded and that the known ones are imperfectly 
understood. Very few accurate plans exist for the vast majority of these. It 
is also clear that many are being destroyed or damaged at the present time 
without record. Unfortunately, the resources available are not sufficient to deal 
with this threat. 

M. J. Winter 

An Elizabethan Coin Hoard from Old Dalby 
A hoard of eleven silver coins was found in December 1978 by two members 
of the Melton and Belvoir Detector Club in parkland in front of Old Dalby 
Hall. A groat of Mary (1553-4), was the earliest coin represented, the rest 
consisted of seven threehalfpences of Elizabeth, two half-groats and one 
halfpenny, all of Elizabeth. The closing date of the hoard appears to be about 
1585. No evidence of a container was recovered, though all the coins were 
found together just below ground surface in a very small area. Generally the 
coins were in good condition. The coroner did not call an inquest. 

M. J. Winter 

Vale of Belvoir Survey 
Work is continuing in this north-east area of Leicestershire in advance of 
proposed coal-mining as a joint project between Leicestershire Museums and 
the Trent Valley Archreological Research Committee. David Bowden has left 
the T .V.A.R.C. and has been replaced by Stephen Coleman. In the last year 
work has been concentrated on the three mine sites, following the more 
general earthwork surveys of 1977. 

At Saltby more barrows have been located forming a dispersed cemetery 
along the northern edge of the former Saltby Heath. There are now six certain 
and six possible barrows located. 

A possible Roman occupation site has been found at SK 859277, consisting 
of a scatter of pottery. At the south-east corner of the Heath is Saltby Heath 
Farm (SK 874261). This is surrounded by two ha. of earthworks, some of 
which may be caused by superficial stone quarrying but they largely represent 
a grange of the cistercian house of Vaudey in Lines. Roman pottery from the 
site suggests that it is on or near the site of another Roman farmstead. 

The mine and tip site at Ashfordby has been thoroughly examined by 
members of the Melton Archreological Fieldwork Group. General scatters of 
medieval pottery were recovered, but no occupation sites were recorded . . A 
fishpond at SK 721216 was surveyed. 
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A ditched enclosure at New Hall Farm Thurlaston SK 5000 

This site was noted from aerial photography by J. Pickering and T Pearce 
and walked by Miss E. J. Linford and the Museum Archreological Survey 
Team. The site, of sub-rectangular shape and of about 0·25 hectare with an 
entrance on the east side (see Fig. 15), proved to be a surviving earthwork with 
ditches about one metre deep. Pottery collected from the ploughed surface of 
the enclosure seems to be of Iron Age and Romano-British date, but there are 
few diagnostic features. 

The hand-made pottery of presumed Iron Age date is in a very gritty fabric. 
Some has heavily incised decoration and comes from large storage jars, while 
other sherds are from finer pots. The date range of this kind of material is 
difficult to deduce but must be in the range of third century B.C. to first 
century A.D. and probably towards the end of that range. The Roman 
material consists largely of grey-ware, most of which is soft-fired with 
large-grits, although there are a few sherds of a harder-fired grey-ware and 
some large fragments of mortaria (in the possession of Mr. Johnson, the 
farmer). The date range of this material seems to be first and second 
century, with nothing that need be later than mid-second century. 

THURLASTON 
SK 506 007 

N 

0 50m 

Fig 15. Plan of earthwork at Thurlaston ( Drawn by M . J. Winter) 
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The site has probably survived because it was within the bounds of Leicester 
Forest and, therefore, not ploughed during the medieval period. In fact, the 
hedge to the south of the enclosure conceals a large ditch running east-west 
which is probably the actual boundary, at least from the fourteenth century 
when Newhall was probably carved out of the forest. Ridge and furrow occurs 
to the north of the earthwork in the same field. This is presumably of late 
date. Comparison of the present state of the site with photographs taken in 
1973 shows that substantial damage has taken place during the intervening 
period. 

The ditches probably surrounded a small farmstead flourishing in the 
first century B.C. and first century A.D. The length of occupation is not 
known, but the fact that the entrance is worn into a hollow both inside and 
outside the earthwork suggests a substantial period of use. It is unusual to be 
able to add another site to the list of Iron Age earthworks in the county, 
but the finding of this site, in addition to the re-dating of earthworks at 
Belton (which is similar to the present example), Thorpe Arnold and Ratby, 
and a further possible site at Tilton suggests that these may be more 
numerous than has commonly been supposed. 

P. Liddle and M. J. Winter 

Archreological Fieldwork Group-Moated Sites Survey 

The inquiry into medieval moated sites has reached the point where the 
gathering of documentary information and field evidence is nearing 
completion. This will be followed by a detailed analysis and compilation of all 
the available evidence preparatory to its publication in gazetteer form. 

It is hoped that this corpus of sites will provide a permanent record of this 
rapidly disappearing feature of medieval settlement, and that an accompanying 
expository text will throw some light on to the question of why, for a period 
of some two and a half centuries some, but by no means all, wealthy farmers 
and local lords found it necessary or desirable to encircle their existing and 
new houses with wide water-filled ditches. 

Compared with other counties where moated sites are seriously being 
investigated, Leicestershire, with its total of 102 sites, has an average number 
of moats. The present total will doubtlessly be further modified as 
investigation continues, but the overall total is unlikely to be drastically 
altered. 

Their general distribution show them to be most numerous in lowland 
areas, with a few exceptions above 120 m. They are clustered along the 
Wreake valley with its light soils overlying extensive tracts of boulder-day. A 
few are spread to the north of this into the Wolds rising above 120 m 
and with lighter soils derived also from boulder-day. Again they are dotted 
along the valleys of the Sence, the Welland and the Eye Brook which form an 
extensive lowland, and also in areas of lighter soils that stretch from the line of 
the Watling Street to the upper tributaries of the Soar. Most noticeable is their 
apparent rarity along the Soar valley itself, a paucity difficult to explain at 
present. Other related work of particular significance includes sites at Cold 
Newton, Mowsley, Hungarton and Scraptoft. 
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COLD NEWTON. The investigation of this complex site, first mentioned 
in the Group's last report T.L.A.H.S., LII (1976-7), 95-6, continues. 
Numerous resistivity traverses have been made across major features that 
were apparent from oblique air photographs and additional features discovered 
during subsequent surface examination. These traverses have confirmed the 
presence of underlying walls and extensive areas of rubble. It has also 
established that the whole is enclosed by a wide ditch or moat. 

A more recent air survey has revealed further features that suggest a 
probable outer enclosure and approach road. There is no evidence at present 
to suggest a date for the site. The area is in a state of permanent pasture and 
surface finds have been limited to a few worked stone blocks and a single 
fragment of badly eroded stone showing signs of having been carved. These 
were found scattered around the edges of the field. 

Considerable work needs to be done on this site before any definite 
conclusions can be drawn, but from the evidence produced so far it seems 
reasonable to suppose that it is the site of a monastic grange, known to have 
existed in Cold Newton-a possession of the Hospital of St. Mary and St. 
Lazarus at Burton Lazars near Melton Mowbray. 

MOWSLEY. A site in this parish has been closely studied, it is situated in 
the extreme south-west corner of the parish and is visible from the A50 
Leicester to Welford road. The site consists of a square earthwork, enclosing 
an area approximately 27 m by 27 m and ditched on three sides. An 
examination of the principal enclosure soon disclosed that the feature was not a 
moated site. The ditches although exceptionally well defined are not of 
defensive proportions and most probably owe their origin to drainage and a 
desire for privacy. This is partly borne out by the absence of evidence to 
show that the lower or south side had ever been ditched. In fact the fall of the 
ground and the natural drainage of the site is on that side and it would have 
required a high retaining bank in addition to a ditch in order to prevent water 
flooding out. It would seem therefore, that this side has been deliberately left 
open as a means of draining the enclosing ditch, thus providing a dry building 
platform. 

The main feature and surrounding area is in turn enclosed by shallow 
boundary ditches forming a three-sided precinct of about 3 hectares (7½ 
acres). Two of the boundary ditches terminate in a fishpond formed by the 
construction of a dam, most of which still remains in place, in the path of a water 
course. 

The history of the site is so sparse as to be virtually non existent. However, 
following a detailed examination of the surviving earthworks and other 
topographical evidence it was possible to obtain sufficient information about 
the site to conjecture that it was that of Pinslade manor or grange, a 
possession of Leicester Abbey in Mowsley, given by the abbey's founder 
together with other properties in the twelfth century. 

The grange, the independent monastic farm, often exhibited a specialized 
function and although nothing is known of Pinslade's economy, one can 
deduce from the surrounding terrain that it is not ideally suited for arable use. 
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The site lies at the head of a valley, the steep slopes of which would have en
sured its use as pasture-as it continues to do to this day. Even the name 
Pinslade adequately describes the scene and implies a pastoral economy. 

Pinslade was kept in demesne until 1254, when it ceased to be part of the 
abbey estates. Unfortunately there is no record of leasing to tenant farmers 
following this date It is clear however from its rudimentary earthworks that 
the site did not long survive this date, or indeed long enough for it to be 
developed along the lines of the later granges with their double enclosures, 
housing both domestic and farm buildings. It must have ended its days much 
in its original form, a small private enclosure established in isolation and 
constructed along very simple lines. Its buildings, sited within the principal 
enclosure, would have been few and humble; planned specifically to house a 
lay brother as overseer and his small group of labourers with perhaps a barn 
for their equipment-the very minimum requirements necessary for it to 
function as a remote demesne sheep-farm. The provision of costly buildings 
and an oratory need never have been considered, neither would it have merited 
the expense of a more elaborate defensive enclosure and its maintenance. To 
what degree the existing earthworks reflect the sites original purpose, must, 
in the absence of excavation, remain an open question. 

HUNGARTON (Quenby, deserted medieval village). After close examina
tion of the Quenby 'moated site' and its associated earthworks, it was decided 
that they were most probably a group of three fishponds. 

The size of the enclosed island (15 m sq) of the moat-like feature, its 
position and relationship to neighbouring features make it doubtful whether 
it could ever have served as a domiciliary enclosure. The other ponds are in a 
less preserved state, one in particular appears to have been revetted-some of 
the facing stones are still in situ. The ponds are not necessarily pre-depopulation. 
They are better defined than the few remaining earthworks of the hamlet 
and were most probably constructed at a much later date. They could be 
attributed to the Ashby family who held the manor after its depopulation. 

The number and size of the ponds seem to imply a practical purpose in 
fish breeding and perhaps marketing, but they may also have served as an 
ornamental feature in the park which occupied the settlement site after 
its desertion. 

SCRAPTOFT. Fieldwork has located a medieval fishpond in the south of the 
parish, 700 m south-east of the village. The pond is trapezoidal shape and is fed 
by a small stream (Thurnby Brook) which rises a few metres from the 
narrowest end of the pond which measures 12 m. The pond is a typical dammed 
valley type, 77 m long with embanked sides and a flat bottom. It was formed 
by the construction of a dam in the path of the stream. The 30 m long dam 
is breached and is 10 m wide and 2 m high. 

There is no indication of a relief channel, and evidence for one was not 
expected as the nature of the stream at this point would have been so slight. 
The breach itself was probably the site of a sluice or a simple high level 
overflow channel. The area of the pond is approximately 1,617 m2 and it is 
completely surrounded by well preserved ridge and furrow. 

Subsequent examination of the available maps of Scraptoft disclosed an 



Estate Map dated 1781 which clearly shows the dam, and confirms that the 
breach had been made by that date. 

Medieval Moated Sites in Leicestershire 
Continued research into documentary sources and increased fieldwork has 
resulted in some refinement of the earlier published Provisional List 
(T.L.A.H.S., L (1974-5), 55-6). Some of the earthworks previously listed as 
moats have been reinterpreted causing some sites to be deleted, whilst others 
reecently discovered have been added. 

In compiling the Gazetteer every effort is being made to separate the 
genuine medieval moated site from the many marginal and doubtful cases. 
It is often difficult to distinguish the generic moat from a similar feature 
also bounded by ditches, which may or may not have contained water in its 
original form. These features, in some cases contemporaneous with the moated 
site and serving a similarly related function in the economy or security of the 
settlement, include the twelfth century mottes with their defensive outer 
enclosures, ringworks, fishponds, post medieval landscaping earthworks, etc. 

Sites have again been listed alphabetically by civil parish ( other than those 
in Leicester itself) followed by the name of the site or its approximate location 
and a six figure National Grid reference 

Abbreviations used: 
D.M.V.-Deserted medieval village 
D. -Moat destroyed 
S. -Scheduled monument 

AB KETTLEBY 
ALLEXTON 
APPLEBY MAGNA 
ARNESBY 
ASHBY MAGNA 
BAGWORTH 
BARDON 
BARDON 
BELTON 
BREEDON-ON-THE-HILL 
BROUGHTON ASTLEY 
BRUNTINGTHORPE 
BUCKMINSTER 
BURTON AND DALBY 
BURTON AND DALBY 

BURTON-ON-THE-WOLDS 

CARLTON CURLIEU 
CLAYBROOKE PARVA 

E. of Church SK 725229 S 
N. of Church SK 817005 
Moat House SK 316097 
S.E. of Church SP 618921 
W. of Conduit Spinney SP 565904 S 
Bagworth Moats SK 454086 
Old Hall Farm SK 46II22 
E. of Kellam's Farm SK 472131 S 
S. of Village SK 45II99 
Breedon Lodge SK 418222 
S.W. of Church SP 524926 
E. of Church (Rectory) SP 602898 
S. of Village SK 882220 D 
BurtonLazars, The Grange SK 773155 S 
Hospital of St. Mary and SK 765169 S 

St. Lazarus 
Burton-on-the-Wolds, 

Grange Field 
S.E. of Church 
Vicarage Garden 

SK 596213 D 

SP 695972 
SP 495879 
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COAL VILLE Donington-le-Heath SK 419126 D 
Manor House 

COAL VILLE 
COLD NEWTON 
COS SINGTON 
DESFORD 

Snibston, Grange Farm SK 41II31 
Hall Close D.M.V. SK 718064 

EMPINGHAM (RUTLAND) 
FREEBY 
FRISBY 

W. of All Saints' Church SK 602136 D 
E. of Lindridge Hall Farm SK 472046 
Hall Close SK 948083 S 
S.W. of Wyfordby Church SK 793189 S 
Kirby Bellars, SK 720175 S 

GADDESBY 

GAULBY 
GILMORTON 

GILMORTON 
GLENFIELD 
GLEN PARVA 
HAMBLETON(RUTLAND) 
HIGHAM-ON-THE-HILL 
HINCKLEY 
HINCKLEY 
HINCKLEY 

HINCKLEY 
HINCKLEY 
HINCKLEY 

HORN (RUTLAND) 
HUN GARTON 
HUNGARTON 
KIRBY MUXLOE 
LEICESTER 
LEICESTER 
LEICESTER 
LEICESTER 

LEICESTER 

Kirby Hall Site 
Ashby Folville, 

Manor House 
S. of Village 
N.W. of Motte and 

Bailey Site 
Cotes De Val D.M.V. 
W. of Village 
N.E. of Ford (River Sence) 
Barnhill Spinney 
Lindley Hall 
Hinckley Priory 
Burbage Rectory Garden 
Barwell, E. of 

Brockey Lane 
Barwell, S.W. of Village 
Wykin Hall 
Stoke Golding, 

'The Moats' 
HornD.M.V. 
Baggrave D.M.V . . 
Old Ingarsby 
Kirby Muxloe 'Castle' 
Danett's Hall 
Evington, W. of Church 
Frith Hall 
Humberstone, 

'Swan's Orchard' 
New Parks, 

'Bird's Nest' Moat 
LEICESTER Spinney Hill Farm 
LEIRE N.E. of Church 
LOCKINGTON-REMINGTON S.E. of Sawley Locks 
LONG WHATTON N.W. of Church 
LOUGHBOROUGH Burleigh Hall 
LOUGHBOROUGH Dishley Grange 
LOUGHBOROUGH Moat House 
LUBENHAM Manor House Site 

SK 708I18 D 

SK 696004 
SP 569879 S 

SP 554885 S 
SK 535061 
SP 576981 
SK 923072 S 
SP 366960 D 
SP 427936 D 
SP 441925 
SP 454991 

SP 436965 D 
SP 408952 
SP 397965 S 

SK 950II6 S 
SK 696086 
SK 685054 S 
SK 524046 S 
SK 576044 D 
SK 626028 S 
SK 536048 D 
SK 630059 D 

SK 553059 D 

SK 607042 D 
SP 527901 
SK 478306 S 
SK 477237 
SK 519188 
SK 513214 D 
SK 526170 
SP 709871 
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MARKET BOSWORTH Bosworth Hall SK 409033 
MARKET BOSWORTH Far Coton SK 386022 

Coton Priory Farm 
MARKFIELD Horsepool Grange SK 470101 
MARTINSTHORPE 

(RUTLAND) Martinsthorpe D.M.V. SK 866046 S 
MELTON MOWBRAY N. of Spinney Farm SK 762219 S 
MELTON MOWBRAY Sysonby, Riverside Farm SK 739188 
NEWBOLD VERDON S. of Hall SK 441037 S 
NORTH KILWORTH N.E. of St. Andrew's SP 617833 

Church 
NORTH LUFFENHAM 

(RUTLAND) S.E. of Cow Pasture SK 929033 S 
OSGATHORPE Stordon Grange SK 418192 
OWSTON AND NEWBOLD N.W. of Furze Hill Farm SK 788082 S 
PECKLETON 'Kirby Moats' SK 454018 D 
PECKLETON Peckleton Manor House SK 467006 
PECKLETON Stapleton, SP 433989 S 

N.W. of Manor Farm 
POTTERS MARSTON Potters Marston Hall SP 498963 D 
RATBY Old Hays Farm SK 490065 S 
REDMILE N.W. of Village SK 785361 
SAPCOTE Park Close Moat SP 486934 D 
SCRAPTOFT N. of Village SK 644o64 D 
SHACKERSTONE Manor House Site SK 374067 D 
SHACKERSTONE Bilstone Hill Farm SK 362051 
SHACKERSTONE E. of Gopsall Park SK 372065 
SHANGTON Shangton Grange SP 722974 
SHEEPY The Mythe SP 316994 
SHEEPY Newhouse Grange SK 318023 
SHEEPY Sheepy Parva, SK 330015 

Manor House 
SHEEPY 0 Pinwall Grange SK 304006 
SHEEPY Upton, Manor Farm SP 363993 
SOUTH CROXTON N. of Church SK 692104 S 
SOUTH KILWORTH Manor House Site SP 605814 S 
SPROXTON Bescaby D.M.V. SK 824263 S 
STAUNTON HAROLD Lodge Farm SK 394212 
STRETTON MAGNA Stretton Magna D.M.V. SK 657002 
THURLASTON Basset House SP 485996 D 
THURLASTON Newhall Park Farm SK 507004 S 
TILTON-ON-THE-HILL S.W. of Sykes Spinney SK 745052 S 
TWYCROSS Lea Grange Farm SK 323055 
ULLESTHORPE W. of Manor House SP 502874 S 
ULVERSCROFT Ulverscroft Priory SK 501127 S 
WHISSENDINE (RUTLAND) Moor Lane SK 839151 S 
WIGSTON MAGNA S.E. of All Saints' Church SP 605984 D 
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WITHERLEY 

WOODHOUSE 
WOODHOUSE 

Leicestershire 
BEL TON SK 4321 

Ratcliffe Culey, 
E. of Church 

Beaumanor Park 
Maplewell Moat 

SP 327994 S 

SK 537157 
SK 529130 D 

R. G. Mitchell 

Fieldwalking across Merril Grange produced a saddle quern made from a 
fine-grained sandstone and a flint scraper. Roman material included a 
much abraded sherd of grey ware and one colour-coated sherd. 
SK 4520 
Fieldwalking on the eastern side of the circular earthwork produced two 
Iron Age sherds and Roman material including a sherd each of samian and 
colour-coated ware. Medieval material included a fragment of looped ridge
tile, similar to those found by excavation at Long Whatton. 

Anne Tarver 
SK 4520 
Half of the lower stone of a beehive-type quern was recovered from the ditch 
of Belton 'Castle'. Previous finds include Iron Age and Roman pottery and 
there can be little doubt that this earthwork originated in the Iron Age. 
(164.1978) 

LMFSU 
BRADLEY PRIORY Nevill Holt SP 8295 
The site of the small priory of Augustinian Canons was walked and a small 
amount of medieval pottery and tile located. The earthworks are now being 
regularly ploughed and will soon disappear as surface features. A fishpond 
was noted. A small scatter of apparently Roman pottery was found on the hill 
to the east of the site. 

LMFSU 
BILLESDON SK 7104 
Fieldwalking during March 1978 produced 129 sherds of Roman pottery 
from the area of Life Hill. 

J. R. Branson 
BURTON OVERY SK 6898 
Thirty sherds of Roman pottery including a mortarium were found after 
ploughing in a field at a point about 600 yards south-west of the Gartree 
~~ . 

J. R. Branson 
CROXTON KERRIAL SK 7931 
A large square ditched enclosure of Iron Age type situated on the top of 
the Belvoir edge was discovered from the air. It covers approximately 1½ ha 
with an entrance to the east. The ditches show signs of having been redug 
at some point, perhaps indicating a lengthy settlement. The enclosure is 
aligned SE-NW. To the east and south of the enclosure, but on a slightly 
different alignment and therefore not necessarily contemporary with it, 
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are fields of the 'celtic' type. Fieldwalking within the area of the enclosure 
produced a quantity of pottery. Two sherds are late Iron Age wheel-thrown 
pottery, the rest being predominantly Roman grey ware of second century 
date. Four struck flint flakes were also discovered, one having been fashioned 
into a tool. This site is probably an Iron Age Romano-British homestead 
enclosure. (386.1978) 

LMFSU 
DRAYTON SP 8191 
Mr. W. Brook-Clarke of Upper Leys Farm removed the hedge adjacent to 
the Drayton II Roman site (T.L.A.H.S., LII (1976-7), p. 98 and replaced this 
with a field-drain. He kindly left the trench open and the Museum Survey 
Team were able to record a Roman ditch running from east to west. 

LMFSU 
EATON SK 7626 
A barrow with four concentric ditches was discovered from the air in 1977. 
Examination on the ground in 1978 showed a mound standing I m to 2 m high 
with a diameter of approximately 50 m. Fieldwalking produced a quantity of 
prehistoric type pottery, three struck flint flakes and a bladelet. A number 
of Roman grey ware sherds was also found. One quadrant of the barrow was 
subjected to a resistivity and contour survey. It is hoped to complete the work 
in 1979 (385.1978). 

LMFSU 
ENDERBY SP 5499 
Roman material has been found and a dot density map produced for the 
field. The pottery is late second, late third or fourth century and includes 
mortaria (hammer head type), much local grey ware, two small sherds of 
Samian and one black burnished sherd. There is a concentration towards the 
centre of the area. No building materials were found apart from three fairly 
large pieces of Tegula. The large amount of stone almost covering the field 
is probably due to glacial deposits, although there are larger pieces of granite 
in distinct scatters. The medieval pottery is Potters Marston ware and shows a 
general scatter, perhaps due to manuring or this site may be associated with the 
nearby Aldeby D.M.V. 

R. P. Jarrett 
FRISBY-ON-THE-WREAKE SK 6817 
Rabbits burrowing into the edges of a disused sand-pit west of the village 
brought large fragments of pottery to the surface, which were picked up by 
Mr. Ford of Frisby Local History Group. These include fragments of about 
five pots, two of which have a complete profile present. These are of Late 
Iron Age type, one being a finely potted carinated bowl and the second 
being a large storage jar with a zone of chevron decoration on the neck. 
There was no bone or other indication of context for the pots. 

LMFSU 
LEICESTER 

(i) In the summer of 1976 a late Saxon disc brooch was found in the bed of the 
Evington brook, off Kimberley Road, Leicester. With it was found a 
crudely decorated plaster disc of unknown date and a piece of modern 
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pottery. The association may be coincidental but it is equally possible that 
they represent a recent disposal. In other words the disc brooch may be 
effectively unprovenanced. It is of bronze with a tin wash, presumably 
to resemble silver. It belongs to a well-known, but small, class of late 
Saxon metalwork. The brooch has been examined by Leslie Webster of the 
British Museum who considers it dates to the ninth century. She will be 
publishing a full description and discussion in a national journal. 

R.A. Rutland 
(ii) BATH LANE SK 5804 

Rescue work by Leicestershire Museums' Survey Team during the 
construction of a new factory unit for Messrs. Harding revealed 
substantial Roman building remains, in a well-stratified sequence. These 
included a large wall running north-south and two robber-trenches 
running east-west. On the west of the site walls revealed by David Clark 
in 1961 (T.L.A.H.S., XXXVII (1961-2), p. 64) were re-examined. At this 
end of the site thick mortar-floors were seen, while at the east end bedding 
for tessellated pavements was found, with some tesserae in situ. 
Stratified beneath these stone buildings were Late Iron Age/Early 
Roman levels and from a silt layer above the earliest cobbled surface came 
a fragment of an early Roman cavalry sports helmet (see Fig. 16). 
Towards the west of the site these early layers were substantial. Mr. 
Clark has kindly made available his plans and small finds and it is 
hoped to publish several small excavations together (145.1978). 

LMFSU 
(iii) ST NICHOLAS CHURCH 

The cleaning of the interior stonework of the church, begun in January 
1977, has revealed several interesting features in the south aisle. Much 
use of Roman brick has become visible, up to three courses deep in places. 
A clear discontinuity exists in the masonry of the south wall, about 
half way along its length. The masonry of the eastern part shows an 
affinity with that of the tower, and a mason's mark common in the 
tower also appears in the east wall. There is evidence of a blocked 
round-headed window in the south wall. These and other findings will be 
incorporated in an extended account of the church, at present in prepara
tion. 

Robert Semeonoff 

MARKET HARBOROUGH SP 7487 
In rnid-1978 the ruined church of St. Mary-in-Arden was repaired prior 
to being vested in the care of Harborough District Council. The floor was 
relaid with concrete slabs and the fabric was repaired and repointed in many 
places. 

G. K. Brandwood 
ROTHLEY SK 5612 
Substantial fragments of the base and body of a collared urn and fragments 
of the collar probably from a second urn were recovered from Rothley 
sand-pit by J. Peberdy and the Museum Survey Team. Bone was also found 
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Fig 16. Roman cavalry helmet found in Bath Lane, Leicester ( Drawn by P. N. Clay ) 
scale 1:1 

and there can be little doubt that this was from a disturbed Early Bronze 
Age burial. 

LMFSU 
STAUNTON HAROLD SK 3822 
A mesolithic type pebble-hammer was ploughed up on Springwood Farm. 
Wear at each end showed its use as a hammer 569.1978. 

LMFSU 
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Rutland 
(The following notes have been supplied by T. H. McK. Clough) 
COTTESMORE 
Neolithic stone axe noted in T.L.A.H.S., LII (1976-7), 101 now assigned to 
petrological Group VII (from Penmaenmawr area), the first implement of this 
rock from Rutland. 

EGLETON 
Medieval lead pilgrim badge, temp. Henry VI, found some years ago near 
Egleton church, private possession, not previously recorded. For a recent 
discussion of these pilgrim badges, see B. Spencer 'King Henry of Windsor 
and the London Pilgrim' in Collectanea Londiniensia (London & Middlesex 
Archreological Society, special paper no. 2, 1978) 235-64, esp. fig. 2 1-9. 
Photograph by S. Thursfield, copyright Leicestershire Museums (Plate 2). 

EMPINGHAM 
Roman bronze coin, Gloria Exercitus type, AD 330-5, and medieval iron 
socketed arrowhead, has been found in the garden of 8 Whitwell Road. 

PICKWORTH 
Neolithic chipped flint axe with polished cutting edge, surface find. Rutland 
County Museum 1978·8. 

RIDLINGTON 
Very fine late Neolithic/early Bronze Age brown flint knife with two well
polished edges, exact findspot and date of discovery not recorded. Rutland 
County Museum 1977.42. 

THISLETON 
Coins of Constans, Trier mint, AD 341-6, Late Roman Bronze Coinage no. 
150, found in the garden of Greenacres. 
UPPINGHAM SK 8600 
Neolithic leaf-shaped flint arrowhead found in the garden of 3 Rutland Close. 

WHISSENDINE 
Silver half-groat of James I found in the garden of Ash Trees, Cow Lane. 

WHITWELL SK 9208 
The members of the Research Group have completed the second season of 
excavation of the medieval site inside the Anglia Water Authority boundary 
adjacent to the Old Hall (Whitwell). The first season produced traces of 
medieval walling and several limestone lined drains varying in width from 10 
ems to 40 ems and covered in some areas with several layers of stonework. 
A wide range of medieval pottery and butchered bones have been found in 
the lower area and suggest a date span circa ninth to fifteenth century. 
The site area is at present limited by the new fence on the north side and it 
was decided to extend the exacavation westwards (i.e. uphill) during the 
1978 season. A large area of stone rubble some 15 m x 6 m was 
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found under deep turf. Removal of the rubble and excavation of'limit' trenches 
in the clay perimeter has revealed well made medieval stone walls on the west 
and south sides of the rubble area. Between the lower and upper areas of the 
site part of an intervening wall and deep drain have been uncovered. During the 
second season further quantities of pottery, bones and small finds have been 
collected. The pottery includes Stamford ware, midland purple ware, 
Bourne ware, Cistercian and early Lyveden types. The finds include small 
items of bronze ware, iron fragments of knives, pegs and nails. 

The resolution of the building type may well require access through the 
boundary fence into Old Hall paddock. It could be a large medieval farm 
building (with dovecote?). The excellently built 'V' drains built into the 
foundations of the walls so far uncovered suggest a building of some 
importance. 

A. W. Adams 



Plate I Aerial photograph of Sproxton Round Barrow from the east, after removal of the mound 
( by S. Thursfield, L eicester Museums) 



Plate 2 Lead Pilgrim Badge, temp Henry VI, found at Egleton (byS. Thursfield, 
Leicester Museums) diameter 24mm. photograph 4½ times actual size 


